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Add Free Speech to the title
○ Free Speech is already in the title; "TIME, PLACE AND MANNER
FREE SPEECH AND EXPRESSION, COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY AND USE OF
UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS"
Clear statement about what happens when learning is disrupted? Procedural?
○ I believe this was Cindy Moyer from Music regarding decibel levels and issues
with noise from the 12 - 1pm hours. This was already in the policy in section B.
2. A. iii.
○ Recognizing the importance of instructional activities, sound complaints
concerning outdoor events should be directed to the University Police business
number (707.826-5555). The decibel level is subject to administrative review.
Size of bags could be an issue. Cello example
○ I believe the concern was if someone had a cello bag or musical instrument
walking by or something or for a planned activity. We have a footnote in the
prohibited items' sections (B.7) stating, As appropriate, these restrictions do
not apply to members of law enforcement or if given prior approval by the
appropriate office.
○ The other example of someone walking by with a cello bag, would not apply to
this policy as this is specifically regulating free speech activities not day-to-day
life.
Instructional activities included in the glossary
○ We added a definition. We are consulting with academic affairs if they want to
add to this definition or if they have another definition to work with.
Old policy to be included
○ Old policy was already listed and linked on the top of the policy. Since this is a
replacement policy, it doesn't seem feasible nor did it make sense to highlight
what we kept and what was new. 80 - 90% of the policy would be highlighted as
new.
Pepper spray not allowed on campus, knives (seems problematic)
○ Again, this policy does not apply to day-to-day activities. So a student
walking/running by with pepper spray with them for protection would not be
prohibited. What is prohibited would be if someone came to a free speech
demonstration and brought pepper spray.
Rummaging through garbage isn’t related to TPM policy
○ Removed
Harassing, intimidate or impede
○ I think this was brought up as something we already have policies against. We
have a lot of policies that are already listed in the TPM policy. We think we
should keep it here as this is supposed to be a clear document of what you can
and cannot do and we do not want to refer to the Student Code of Conduct or
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various EOs on behaviors that are relevant to free speech activities but are
included in other places.
Homelessness seems to be in focus but not mentioned
○ I think this was referring to the rummaging, which we removed. If there are
other concerns, let me know and we can chat further.
○

